Dendritic morphology of interstitial amacrine cells with monostratified dendrites in different-sized carp retinas.
The dendritic morphology of a class of interstitial (IS) amacrine cells in retinas of different-sized carp (body length, 9.1-32.3 cm) was investigated by identifying their fluorescent nuclei pre-loaded with 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), followed by iontophoretic injection of Lucifer yellow (LY) in isolated and formaldehyde-fixed flat-mounts under microscopic control. The LY-injected fusiform or pyriform cell bodies were found to locate at the middle of the inner plexiform layer (IPL) or immediately beneath the amacrine cell layer, and their dendrites monostratified in sublamina b of the IPL. The pyriform cells had a short stem from which extended 4-5 stout dendrites, while the fusiform cells extended similar dendrites from the soma. The dendrites of both types of cell were decorated with spines and a few long axon-like processes. The pyriform cells were found more frequently in smaller retinas than in larger retinas, suggesting that the former may migrate proximally during retinal growth. The dendritic field sizes of these IS amacrine cells were wider as the fish became larger, while the dendritic morphology, analyzed by the Sholl's branching model, was very similar in smaller and larger retinas. The results indicate that the IS amacrine cells do not add dendrites, but that their dendritic trees simply expand during retinal growth.